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ABSTRACT
Optimal Taxation, Child Care and Models of the Household *
This paper presents for the first time the properties of optimal piecewise linear tax systems
for two-earner households, based on joint and individual incomes respectively. A key
contribution is the analysis of the interaction of second earner wage differences, variation in
prices of bought-in inputs into household production in the form of child care, and domestic
productivity differences as determinants of across-household heterogeneity in second earner
labour supply. The analysis highlights the importance of the elasticity of substitution between
parental and non-parental child care in determining the relationship between utility and
income across households. A central result is that taking account of a richer and more
realistic specification of household time use widens the set of cases in which individual
taxation is welfare-superior to joint taxation.
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In this paper we find that individual taxation is superior to joint taxation on both equity and
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Introduction

Real tax systems are almost universally of the piecewise linear kind, in which
marginal tax rates are constant within but vary between a small number of
speci…ed income brackets. Yet there has been relatively little analysis of their
optimal structure,1 and none at all of the two-earner household case. This paper
analyses the optimal two-bracket piecewise linear tax system for two earner
households with the aim of bringing out the importance of the structural form
of the underlying household model in determining the main features of this
system.
Two central issues in the design of a piecewise linear tax system for twoearner households are the choice of tax base, whether individual or joint income,
and the structure of the rate scale, in particular whether the marginal tax
rates applying to successive income brackets should be strictly increasing, or
whether over at least some income ranges they should be decreasing. In Apps,
Long and Rees (2012) we refer to these as the "convex" and "nonconvex" cases
respectively, to describe the types of budget sets in the space of gross income-net
income/consumption to which they give rise. We show there that which of these
structures is likely to be optimal depends closely on the distribution of wage or
productivity types, and that given the actual empirical distributions, convex
systems are very likely to yield welfare-superior results. In this paper, for our
purposes it is su¢ cient to focus on the convex case, which is also analytically
simpler to deal with.
By individual taxation we mean the case in which the two earners’incomes
are taxed separately but according to the same tax schedule. This is in contrast
to what we call "selective taxation", under which separate optimal tax schedules are found for primary and second earners respectively.2 The main reason
for constraining the rate schedules to be identical under individual taxation
is that in practice, piecewise linear tax systems that are not joint are in fact
overwhelmingly of the individual rather than selective kind.3 Moreover, if in1 The main references are Sadka (1976), Sheshinski (1989), Slemrod et al (1994), Dahlby
(1998) and Apps, Long and Rees (2012), all of which deal only with single-person households.
For further discussion of the literature see the last of these.
2 Boskin and Sheshinski (1983) and Apps and Rees (1997), (2009) analyse this problem
in the context of linear taxation. Apps and Rees (1999), (2009) also analyse the tax reform
problem with two-earner households and household production. See also Alesina et al (2011).
Schrøyen (2003), Brett (2007), Cremer et al. (2012) and Apps and Rees (2009) adopt the
Mirrlees approach to optimal income taxation, imposing strong simpli…cations to make the
analysis tractable (though Cremer et al. show in a very general model that joint taxation
will be optimal only under very strong and unrealistic conditions). Kleven, Kreiner and Saez
(2009) use a Mirrlees optimal tax framework to investigate the way in which the tax function
de…ned on the primary earner’s income should depend on the second earner’s decision whether
to work full time in the market or not to work in the market at all. The wage is the same for
all second earners. This "optimal implicit participation tax" problem is a somewhat di¤erent
issue to that analysed here, which concerns the tax schedule to be applied to the second
earner’s income when there is a non-degenerate distribution of second earner wage types and
labour supply decisions vary also at the intensive margin.
3 At the same time, it is easy to …nd examples of tax systems that contain selective elements.
For example in Australia, a portion of family bene…ts is withdrawn on the basis of the second
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dividual taxation yields higher social welfare than joint taxation under realistic
assumptions, this result applies a fortiori to selective taxation, since removing
the constraint that tax schedules must be identical cannot reduce the maximised
value of social welfare and would be expected to increase it.
We carry out the analysis in two steps. First, we take the case of the standard
labour supply model,4 labelled Model 1, and characterise the optimal piecewise
linear tax systems for the cases of joint and individual taxation respectively. In
this model each individual’s time is divided between market work and leisure.
In a single-person household, "leisure" can plausibly be seen as the direct consumption of one’s own time, but this is not true for the two-person household,
where typically partners specialise to di¤ering extents in market and household
production and exchange the resulting incomes or outputs.5 Viewed in this light,
Model 1 can be seen as implicitly containing a household production system,
but one with a very special assumption about productivity: across households
every individual is equally productive in producing output, labeled "leisure",
from one unit of non-market time. This assumption however lacks empirical
support.6
In the second step we base the tax analysis on Model 2, which seeks to re‡ect
the data on the time use and expenditure decisions of two-earner households with
at least one pre-school child present. In such households parental child care is a
major form of time use and bought in care, as a substitute at exogenously given
prices, can be a large component of household expenditure. When these inputs
to household production vary widely across households with the same wage
rates and demographic characteristics, this can have signi…cant implications for
the nature of the across-household relationships among second earner labour
supply, household income and utility possibilities. We bring out the importance
of these to the design of optimal tax systems7 by showing that the properties
of the optimal tax system and the comparison between joint and individual
taxation are signi…cantly a¤ected by the choice of model and its assumptions
on productivities and prices.
In Model 1, with standard stylised facts on the compensated labour supply
elasticities of primary and second earners respectively, there are gains in e¢ earner’s income. In Germany and the US, contributions to social security, which are e¤ectively
part of the tax system, vary with the income of the second earner. See Apps and Rees (2009),
Ch 6, and Feldstein and Feenberg (1996).
4 As exposited for example in Blundell and McCurdy (1999).
5 See Apps (1982) for a model of intra-family production and exchange, and the e¤ects of
a gender gap in the "outside" wage on the intra-family terms of trade. See also Apps and
Rees (1999).
6 For further discussion of this point see Apps and Rees (2009), pp 88-96.
7 Apps and Rees (1988), (1997), (2009) give extensive discussion of this in the context of
linear taxation. Kleven et. al. (2009) and Immervoll et. al. (2011) take aspects of household
production into account in their analyses of optimal taxation in the presence of second earner
labour force participation decisions. In both these papers, second earners work either full time
or not at all. In Kleven et. al. all face the same wage rate. In Immervoll et. al., for both
earners only the participation decision is analysed, but there is a continuum of productivity
types for each earner.
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ciency in moving from optimal joint to optimal individual taxation.8 However,
since this move tends to redistribute the tax burden from two-earner to singleearner households, and, in this model, household utility is strictly increasing
with household income, the equity e¤ects are adverse and may outweigh the
e¢ ciency gains. Under Model 2, these adverse e¤ects are much weaker, or may
actually be replaced by distributional improvements. In other words, the analysis of marginal rate progressive piecewise linear tax systems in the presence
of a more plausible system of household production strengthens the case for
individual taxation, even when not selective, still further.9
The crux of the issue is that the second earner labour supply decision is at the
same time a decision about the substitution of bought in child care for parental
care, the value of which is not included in household income. Therefore when
these decisions vary substantially across households, income derived from market
labour supply becomes an unreliable measure of a household’s real standard
of living. Individual taxation may improve distributional outcomes over joint
taxation by imposing a lower tax burden on a household with a higher market
labour supply at a given level of household income. We argue that the second
model, as compared to the …rst, is a far better representation of actual household
decision taking, and that the results that follow from it provide a much sounder
basis for family tax policy.

2

Two Household Models

In Model 1 the two adults allocate time between market work and leisure,10 with
individuals being equally productive across households in producing output from
one unit of leisure time. In Model 2 we assume the primary earner allocates time
to market work and leisure, while the second earner allocates time to market
work and household production in the form of child care.11 There is also a
market child care input with the price varying exogenously across households.
This price then becomes a dimension of "household type". The two adults in a
household are designated as primary and second earners respectively, with the
former receiving a strictly higher wage than the latter.12
The tax system pays households a uniform lump sum13 and taxes the labour
incomes of the two earners according to a two-bracket piecewise linear rate
8 This

is to be expected given standard Ramsey-type considerations.
et al (2011) con…rm this result empirically for a signi…cant number of OECD
countries.
1 0 As for example in Boskin and Sheshinski (1983).
1 1 Nothing would be gained by having both parents consume leisure and contribute to household production. Although that would be more realistic, we think the assumption made here
captures the salient aspects of reality - the di¤ering margins of substitution facing primary
and second earners - while keeping the model simple.
1 2 This almost follows from the de…nition of "primary" and "second" earners, according to
which the latter’s income is by de…nition smaller. It simply rules out the possibility that the
higher wage partner works su¢ ciently fewer hours that she has the lower income.
1 3 Which could be thought of as a child bene…t, though here it does not vary with the number
of children.
9 Immervoll
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schedule, which determines how the lump sum payment is funded. We consider
the implications …rst, of taxing their joint income, and secondly, of taxing them
separately but under the same schedule. In each case we characterise the optimal
tax schedule and discuss its main properties. We then go on to set up a numerical
model that allows us to compare the welfare levels, tax rates and the extent
of redistribution under the two systems. We carry out this analysis for both
models, in order to examine the implications for the comparison of the two
types of tax system of a change in the source of across-household heterogeneity
in second earner labour supply and income - from wage rates alone, as in the
…rst model, to wage rates, productivities in household production and prices of
the bought-in market child care input, as in the second.

2.1

Model 1

There is a composite market consumption good, x. Individuals face given gross
wage rates w; representing their productivities in a linear aggregate production
technology that produces x; and have earnings y from their labour supply. P
types of primary and S types of second earners are de…ned by their wage rates,
with w1 2 fw11 ; w12 ; :::; w1P g and w2 2 fw21 ; w22 :::; w2S g; w21 < w11 ; w2S < w1P and
in every household w2 < w1 . Subject to this restriction, household type is then
de…ned by the pair (w1 ; w2 ). Let h index these pairs (w1h ; w2h ) lexicographically
so that, for any pair of indices h; h0 ;
h > h0 , w1h > w1h0 or w1h = w1h0 and w2h > w2h0 i = 1; 2; h = 1; :::; H
This convention determines how household welfare,14 labour supply and income
will vary with h: Note that it does not imply that household income increases
monotonically with h; since one household may have a higher primary wage than
another but a su¢ ciently lower second wage that household income is lower.
The household’s utility function15 is
uh = xh

2
X

ui (lih ) h = 1; :::; H

(1)

i=1

where the ui (:) are identical across households for given i, strictly increasing
and strictly convex in labour supplies lih : In the tax analysis later it will be
more useful to work with gross labour earnings or incomes yih = wih lih ; and so
we rewrite the utility function as
uh = xh

2
X

ui (yih =wih ) = xh

i=1

2
X

i (yih ; wih )

h = 1; :::; H

(2)

i=1

1 4 Of course, only individuals, and not households, can have "welfare", but we use this term
to refer to the set of feasible utility pairs that a household can choose from.
1 5 The quasilinear and additively separable form assumed here, though special, is very convenient, since it eliminates income e¤ects and greatly simpli…es the presentation of the optimal
tax formulas.
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where the
property

i (:)

are strictly increasing and convex and possess the single-crossing

@ @ i
[
] < 0 i = 1; 2; h = 1; :::; H
(3)
@wih @yih
This says that the higher the wage type, the lower the marginal e¤ort cost to i
of achieving a given increase in labour earnings.
The household budget constraint is given by
xh

2
X

yih

T (y1h ; y2h ) h = 1; :::; H

(4)

i=1

where the tax function T (y1h ; y2h ) is further speci…ed in Section 3 below.
To retain the assumption that preferences are identical across households,
as is usually assumed in optimal tax analysis, we allow di¤erences in preferences between primary and second earners within a household, but not between
primary (resp. second) earners across households. We assume that the second
earner has a greater preference for leisure to capture the fact that second earner
hours are typically below primary earner hours at a given wage rate. Under this
limited degree of preference variation, heterogeneity across households in second earner labour supply and income at a given primary earner wage is driven
entirely by variation in the second earner wage, so that a household with low
second earnings must have a low second wage. We adopt a model with this assumption because it underpins the commonly made argument for joint taxation,
implying as it does redistribution from households with high to households with
low second incomes.16
A serious di¢ culty with the assumption of identical second earner preferences across households is that the observed high degree of heterogeneity in
labour supplies among second earners cannot be explained because wage rate
variations in conjunction with empirical elasticity estimates are not large enough
to do this. This contrasts with Model 2 in which di¤erences in productivity and
child care prices can provide a realistic explanation of variation of second earner
labour supply, without having to introduce preference heterogeneity among second earners.

2.2

Model 2

Model 2 introduces a household production system which is not just empirically more relevant, but very importantly changes the nature of the relationship
between income and a household’s utility possibilities.17 In addition to the market consumption good x, household utility also depends on child care z; which
is produced using the second earner’s time input c; and a bought-in market
child care input, b, according to a standard strictly quasiconcave and increasing
production function
zh = z(bh ; ch ; kh )
(5)
1 6 Often
1 7 As

called the "income splitting advantage".
we have previously argued. See for example Apps and Rees (1988), (1997), (2009).
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where k 2 fk1 ; k2 ; :::; kR g is a measure of the household’s productivity, and
can be thought of as depending positively and exogenously on its physical and
human capital and on the quality of the child care good b. We de…ne child
care broadly, to denote not just physically looking after the child, but rather all
the activities that contribute to the child’s welfare and development of human
capital. As noted earlier, for simplicity we assume that only the second earner
supplies time to child care, while the primary earner divides his time between
market work and leisure, as in Model 1.
In addition, we assume that the exogenously given price p 2 fp1 ; p2 ; :::; pQ g
of b may be di¤erent for di¤erent households. Thus this model adds two further
dimensions to household type, which now depends on the vector of variables
(w1 ; w2 ; p; k); with again w1 2 fw11 ; w12 ; :::; w1P g; w2 2 fw21 ; w22 :::; w2S g; w21 < w11 ;
w2S < w1P and in every household w2 < w1 . We extend the previous method for
de…ning the type index h by again taking a lexicographic ordering such that,
for any pair h; h0
h

>

h0 , w1h > w1h0

(6)

or w1h

= w1h0 and w2h > w1h0

(7)

or w1h

= w1h0 and w2h = w1h0 and ph > ph0

(8)

or w1h

= w1h0 and w2h = w1h0 and ph = ph0 and kh > kh0

(9)

The vector (w11 ; w21 ; p1 ; k1 ) is denoted by h = 1 and (w1P ; w2S ; pQ ; kR ) by h = H =
P S Q R: Thus, in this model, at any given primary earner wage rate,
across-household heterogeneity is driven by child care price and productivity
variation as well as by second earner’s wage variation.
The household’s utility possibilities increase ceteris paribus monotonically
with increasing wage rates and productivity and decreasing child care price.18
However, the relationship between household income and utility possibilities is
no longer necessarily positive or monotonic. It depends on exactly how ceteris
paribus changes in a wage rate, productivity or child care price cause changes
in labour supply, income and achieved household utility.
The household utility function is now given by
uh = xh

1 (y1h ; w1h )

+u
^(zh ) h = 1; :::; H

(10)

The u
^(:) function is strictly increasing and strictly concave. For the second
earner, the time spent in market work and child care must sum to the total
time endowment, normalised at 1, and so we have
ch + l2h = 1

h = 1; :::; H

(11)

where l2h is second earner market labour supply.
There is however a further time constraint: Although second earner time
and bought in child care may not be perfect substitutes as inputs in producing
1 8 Assuming that some positive amount of child care is bought, which, given our broad
de…nition of child care, seems a reasonable assumption.
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child care, realistically it is the case that every hour the second earner spends
at work requires an hour of child care, in which case bh = l2h : Recalling that
y2h = w2h l2h ; we can use these time constraints to eliminate ch and bh and
rewrite u
^(:) as
u
^[z(bh ; ch ; kh )]

u
^[z(y2h =w2h ; 1

y2h =w2h ; kh )]

2 (y2h ; w2h ; kh )

(12)

Writing the household budget constraint as
xh + ph bh = xh + ph y2h =w2h

2
X

yih

T (y1h ; y2h ) h = 1; :::; H

(13)

i=1

with ph 2 fp1 ; p2 ; :::; pQ g; we again have a model that can be used to derive the
household’s indirect utility function with the tax parameters as arguments.

3

Tax Functions

The tax functions T (y1h ; y2h ) are speci…ed as follows.
Joint Taxation:
There is a two-bracket piecewise linear tax on total household labour earnings, the parameters of which are ( ; 1 ; 2 ; ); where is a uniform lump sum
paid to every household, 1 and 2 are the marginal tax rates in the lower and
upper brackets of the tax schedules, and is the value of joint earnings de…ning
the bracket limit. Thus the household tax function T (y1h ; y2h )
T (yh ); with
P2
yh = i=1 yih ; is de…ned by:
T (yh ) =

T (yh ) =

+

2 yh

+(

+

1

1 yh

yh

(14)

2)

yh >

h = 1; :::; H

(15)

Individual Taxation:
There is a two-bracket piecewise linear tax system now applied to individual
labour earnings, the parameters of which are (a; t1 ; t2 ; y); where a is again a
uniform lump sum paid to every household, t1 and t2 are the marginal tax rates
in the lower and upper brackets, and y is the value of individual earnings de…ning
the bracket. Thus the individual tax function T^(yih ) is de…ned by:
T^(yih ) = t1 yih
T^(yih ) = t2 yih + (t1

yih

y

(16)

t2 )y

yih > y h = 1; :::; H
(17)
P2 ^
and the household tax function is T (y1h ; y2h )
a + i=1 T (yih ): Note that
this speci…cation of the tax function implies that @ 2 T (y1h ; y2h )=@y1h @y2h = 0;
and so does not allow the marginal tax rate paid by one earner in the household
to depend on the income of the other.19 In what follows, as mentioned in the
1 9 The analysis of optimal nonlinear taxation of couples shows that in general the marginal
tax rate of one earner in the household will depend on the wage type of the other (see the
references given in footnote 2). Thus restriction to a piecewise linear tax system implies
sacri…cing some social welfare in exchange for a more practicable and implementable tax
system.
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Introduction, we assume that we have the convex case, in which at the tax
optima 1 < 2 and t1 < t2 : Every household faces the same convex budget set.

4

Household Allocations

We present the analysis of the household’s choice of consumption and wage
earnings under each of the two alternative tax systems, …rst joint and then
individual taxation, for Models 1 and 2 respectively.

4.1
4.1.1

Model 1
Joint Taxation

A household solves the problem
2
X

max uh = xh

xh ;yih

i (yih ; wih )

(18)

i=1

subject to a budget constraint determined by the tax system, as just described.
We consider three cases which provide the results we require, the partial derivatives of the household’s indirect utility function with respect to the tax parameters. We write below the constraints for each of these cases together with
these derivatives.
Case 1. The household is at the optimum in the interior of the lower tax
bracket. It therefore faces the budget constraint:
X
xh = + (1
yih
(19)
1)
i

and the …rst order conditions imply:
@ i
=1
@yih

i = 1; 2;

1

(20)

giving the earnings supply functions yih ( 1 ; wih ): The properties of the functions
i (:) imply
@yih ( 1 ; wih )
< 0; i = 1; 2;
(21)
@ 1
where, note, this is a compensated derivative.
We write the household indirect utility function as vh ( ;
by the Envelope Theorem,
@vh
@vh
= 1;
=
@
@ 1

X

yh =

1 ; w1h ; w2h );

yih ( 1 ; wih ) i = 1; 2;

with,

(22)

i

Case 2. The household is e¤ectively constrained at the bracket limit ; in the
sense that it chooses yh = ; but would prefer to increase its labour supply and
9

earnings if it would be taxed at the rate 1 ; but not if it would be taxed at the
rate 2 : We formulate its allocation problem by adding the constraint yh
,
noting that this will be binding at the optimum.20 We can write the …rst order
conditions as
@ i
(1
(23)
1)
h = 0 i = 1; 2;
@yih
yh

0

h

h[

yh

]=0

(24)

where h is the multiplier associated with the constraint yh
.
We write the indirect utility function as vh ( ; 1 ; ; w1h ; w2h ); with, by the
Envelope Theorem,
@vh
@vh
= 1;
=
@
@ 1

;

@vh
= (1
@

1)

@ i
@yih

0

(25)

Intuitively, the idea of the expression for @vh =@ is that a small relaxation of the
constraint would increase consumption and utility at the rate (1
1 ); which
exceeds for almost every individual the marginal cost of e¤ort @ i =@yih : In
diagrammatic terms, the household is at the kink in its budget constraint at
the bracket limit : The term is zero only if i’s marginal rate of substitution
happens to equal (1
1 ) at the kink. Note that condition (23) implies that the
individuals’marginal e¤ort costs are equalised also in this type of equilibrium.
Case 3. The household is in equilibrium in the interior of the upper income
bracket. We therefore replace the previous budget constraint by
xh

+ (1

2 )yh

+(

1)

2

(26)

and the …rst order conditions imply
@ i
=1
@yih

2

i = 1; 2;

(27)

giving the earnings supply functions yih ( 2 ; wih ): The properties of the functions
(:) imply
@yih ( 2 ; wih )
@yih ( 2 ; wih )
< 0;
> 0 i = 1; 2;
(28)
@ 2
@wih
Writing the indirect utility function as vh ( ;
@vh
@vh
= 1;
=
@
@ 1

;

@vh
=
@ 2

(yh

1;

2;

);

; w1h ; w2h ) we now obtain
@vh
=
@

2

1

>0

(29)

In all three cases, it follows from the properties of the function (:) that
@vh =@wih > 0; i = 1; 2; h = 1; :::; H:
Given these three cases, we de…ne a partitionfH0 ; H1 ; H2 g of the index set
f1; 2; :::; Hg as follows:
H0 = f h j 0 yh < g
(30)
2 0 Case

1 can be thought of as the case in which this constraint is non-binding.
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H1 = f h j yh = )g

(31)

H 2 = f h j yh > g

(32)

where yh is the household’s optimal income under the given tax structure. In
all of what follows we assume that we are dealing with tax systems in which
each of these subsets is non-empty. Total household gross and net income and
therefore, in this model, household utility are increasing as we move from H0 to
H1 to H2 ; though these may not increase monotonically with h as pointed out
earlier. Important points to note are that:
1 is a marginal tax rate for h 2 H0 but de…nes an intra-marginal, nondistortionary tax for h 2 H1 [ H2

A small increase in has no e¤ect for h 2 H0 ; yields a net welfare gain
for almost all h 2 H1 ; and yields a lump sum income gain proportional to
( 2
1 ) for h 2 H2 (recall we assume that 2 > 1 )
In e¤ect, for purposes of the tax analysis the household can be treated as
a single individual, given that at each level of household income individual
earnings are chosen so as to equate marginal e¤ort costs, i.e. to minimise
the cost of supplying that level of earnings, because the budget constraint
is de…ned only on total household income.21
4.1.2

Individual Taxation

With individual income as the tax base, and given that (by de…nition) the
second earner’s income is always below that of the primary earner, we can
de…ne six possible cases for the household equilibrium. In each case we present
the earnings and indirect utility functions and partial derivatives of the latter
with respect to the tax instruments.
Case 1: yih < y; i = 1; 2: In this case the household’s budget constraint,
earnings and indirect utility functions are identical to those in Case 1 of joint
taxation.
Case 2: y2h < y = y1h : The results here are derived by imposing the
constraint y1h y on the problem and noting that it is binding at the optimum.
Thus we have y2h = y2h (t1 ; w2h ); and vh (a; t1 ; y; w1h ; w2h ); with
@vh
@vh
= 1;
=
@a
@t1

(y + y2h );

@vh
= (1
@y

t1 )

@ 1
@y1h

(33)

Case 3: yih = y; i = 1; 2: Here we impose the two constraints yih y and
take them as both binding at the optimum, giving vh (a; t1 ; y; w1h ; w2h ) and
@vh
@vh
= 1;
=
@a
@t1

2y;

@vh
= 2(1
@y

t1 )

X @
i
@y
ih
i

(34)

2 1 To see this, note that we can solve the household’s problem in two steps. First solve
P
P
minyih i i (yih ; wih ) subject to
yh for any given yh ; and de…ne h (yh ) as the
i yih
value function of this problem. Then solve maxxh yh xh
h (yh ) subject to the relevant
budget constraint in each case.
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Case 4: y2h < y < y1h : In this case the budget constraint becomes
xh

a + (t2

t1 )y + (1

t2 )y1h + (1

t1 )y2h

(35)

and we have y1h = y1h (t2 ; w1h ); y2h = y2h (t1 ; w2h ) and the indirect utility
function vh (a; t1 ; t2 ; y; w1h ; w2h ) with
@vh
@vh
= 1;
=
@a
@t1

(y + y2h );

@vh
@t2

(y1h

y);

@vh
= t2
@y

t1

(36)

Case 5: y2h = y < y1h : We now have y1h = y1h (t2 ; w1h ) and the indirect
utility function vh (a; t1 ; t2 ; y; w1h ; w2h ) with
@vh
@vh
= 1;
=
@a
@t1

2y;

@vh
@t2

(y1h

y);

@vh
= t2
@y

t1 + (1

t1 )

@
(37)
@y2h

Case 6: yih > y; i = 1; 2: This gives yih = yih (t2 ; wih ); i = 1; 2; and
vh (a; t1 ; t2 ; y; w1h ; w2h ) with
@vh
@vh
= 1;
=
@a
@t1

2y;

@vh
@t2

X
(yih
i

y);

@vh
= 2(t2
@y

t1 )

(38)

We de…ne the partition of the index set corresponding to these six cases, fH0 ; H1 ; :::; H5 g;
as follows:
H0 = f h j 0

yih (t1 ) < y; i = 1; 2g

(39)

H1 = f h j y2h (t1 ) < y = y1h g

(40)

H2 = f h j yih = y; i = 1; 2g

(41)

H3 = f h j y2h (t1 ) < y < y1h (t2 )g

(42)

H4 = f h j y2h = y < y1h (t2 )g

(43)

H5 = f h j yih (t2 ) > y; i = 1; 2g

(44)

The obvious di¤erence to the joint taxation case is that only in subsets H0 and
H5 ; where both the individuals in the household are in the interior of the same
tax bracket, will the marginal rates of substitution between consumption and
labour supply of primary and second earners be equalised. In all other cases
they will not in general be the same, as each earner chooses their individually
optimal earnings levels.
Contrasting the partition de…ned by (39)-(44) in this case with that in (30)(32) for the joint taxation case makes clear the essential di¤erence between joint
and individual taxation. The latter implies a much …ner partition into subsets
re‡ecting likely di¤erences in responsiveness of individual earnings (labour supply) decisions to tax rates, which is the source of the e¢ ciency gains brought
out by the analysis of optimal linear taxation22 and tax reform.23 Lower wage
2 2 See Boskin and Sheshinski (1983). Note though that in the linear taxation case individual
taxation must correspond to selective taxation as de…ned earlier.
2 3 See Apps and Rees (1999).
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second earners, who empirically have relatively high labour supply elasticities,
are able to choose incomes which place them in the lower tax bracket regardless of primary earner income. A further important di¤erence is that under
joint taxation, an increment in one earner’s income may increase the tax rate
both face, if it moves them into a higher bracket, but this cannot happen under
individual taxation.
The equity e¤ects of this …ner matching of individuals with tax brackets are
less easy to establish. Those households with lower second earner labour supplies
tend to be made worse o¤ by a switch from joint to individual taxation, since,
to satisfy overall revenue neutrality, the tax burden on primary earners will be
increased while that on second earners is reduced.24 As the simulation results
for Model 1 in Section 6 indicate, for su¢ ciently small di¤erences in primary and
second earner elasticities these equity e¤ects can cause joint taxation to yield
higher social welfare than individual taxation, contrary to the results presented
in Boskin and Sheshinski (1983), which have become the "conventional wisdom"
in this area.

4.2

Model 2

In applying this model to the optimal tax analysis, the key relationships are
again the indirect utility function and its derivatives with respect to the tax
parameters. The speci…cs of these will, as before, depend on whether we have
individual or joint taxation. However, we can show that for Model 2 it is possible
to write the expressions for the derivatives of indirect utility with respect to the
tax parameters in each case in exactly the same form as for Model 1, despite the
fairly radical di¤erences in the underlying structural forms of the two models.25
This leads to a considerable economy of e¤ort in deriving and interpreting the
optimal tax conditions, but, as we emphasise, this should not be at the cost of
drawing the false conclusion that the results of the two models are "essentially"
the same.
Thus, consider the Lagrange functions corresponding to the optimisation
problems in the cases of Model 1 and Model 2 households respectively:
Model 1:
Lh = xh

2
X

i (yih ; wih )

+

2
X

h[

i=1

yih

T (y1h ; y2h )

xh ]

(45)

i=1

2 4 For

an analysis of this in the tax reform context see Apps and Rees (1999), (2009).
also Sandmo (1990). This is because the "su¢ cient statistics" for the optimal taxes, in
the sense of Chetty (2009), are just the derivatives of earnings/labour supplies with respect to
the tax parameters, the marginal social utilities of incomes of the various household types and
their proportions in the population. The "reduced forms" of the tax conditions are the same
for the di¤erent structural models, but these structural di¤erences do matter profoundly, not
least in determining the basis for the empirical measurement of the reduced form parameters.
2 5 See
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Model 2:
Lh = xh

1 (y1h ; w1h )

2 (y2h ; w2h ; kh )+

2
X
[
yih T (y1h ; y2h ) xh ph y2h =w2h ]
h
i=1

(46)
for h = 1; 2; :::; H: Since the tax parameters do not enter the utility functions
in either problem, and ph is taken as exogenously given throughout, by the
Envelope Theorem the derivatives of the indirect utility functions vh ( ; 1 ; 2 ; )
and vh (a; t1 ; t2 ; y) will take the same form in each model whenever the tax
function T (y1h ; y2h ) is also of the same form. Since these derivatives are all we
use in the optimal tax analysis we obtain precisely the same general form of
conditions on the tax parameters whether we take Model 1 or Model 2 as the
household model. What is important however is that because of the underlying
model structure, both the interpretation of the optimal tax conditions and their
policy implications change fundamentally.
To see this, consider for example the …rst order conditions for the household’s
optimal allocation in the case under joint taxation in which the household is in
the lower tax bracket. Then we have (recalling the de…nition of the function
2 (:) in this model)
@ 1
=1
(47)
1 h = 1; :::; H
@y1h
u
^0 :[

@z(bh ; ch ; kh )
@ch

@z(bh ; ch ; kh )
] = (1
@bh

1 )w2h

ph h = 1; :::; H

(48)

where it is the condition (48) on the second earner’s time use that is of main
interest here. The right hand side of this condition makes clear that, far from
being a "…xed cost of working", the cost of market child care is similar to a
tax, since it must be paid for each hour of market labour supply. Thus both
the decision to participate in the labour market and the choice of hours are
important, and indeed inseparable. Variation in the price of bought in care will
have an e¤ect on the second earner’s time allocation analogous to the net of tax
wage rate, though, by the Envelope Theorem, its e¤ect on household utility is
proportional to the amount of child care bought in.26
The left hand side of (48) gives the marginal value product of the second
earner’s time spent in child care net of that of bought in child care, thus giving
the opportunity cost to the household of a diversion of a unit of the second
earner’s time to the labour market. This suggests that, even where the price of
bought in child care is higher than the second earner’s net of tax wage, she may
still work in the market and buy in child care if it is su¢ ciently more productive
than her own at the margin. Overall, since this condition determines the second
earner’s labour supply, it emphasises not only preferences (the marginal utility
of child care u
^0 in terms of consumption) and the net of tax wage rate, but also
the relative productivities of parental and market child care and the price of
the latter, as the underlying determinants of labour supply elasticities that are
2 6 See

the Lagrange function in (46) above.
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relevant for the tax analysis. This gives a much richer theory of second earner
labour supply than the standard "everything depends on preferences" model.
The indirect utility function derived from this model includes, as well as the
relevant tax parameters, the vector of variables determining household type,
(w1h ; w2h ; kh ; ph ); and it is easy to see from this that the conditions under
which households with the same joint income will have the same achieved utility
level become far more stringent, and the closeness of the relationship between
household income and utility becomes far weaker, due to the increasing steepness
of the labour supply pro…le as the wage elasticity rises, as illustrated in Figure
2 of Section 6.

5
5.1

Optimal Tax Analysis
Joint Taxation

The planner solves
max W =

;

1; 2;

H
X

h S(vh )

(49)

h=1

subject to the public sector budget constraint27
X
X
X
h 1 yh +
h 1 +
h [ 2 yh + (
h2H0

h2H1

1

2)

]

(50)

h2H2

where h is the proportion of households of type h = 1; 2; :::; H; and S(:) is a
strictly concave and increasing function expressing the planner’s preferences over
household utilities. From the …rst order conditions characterising the optimal
tax parameters28 we can derive:
Proposition 1: The optimal tax parameters satisfy the conditions:
H
X

h( h

1) = 0

(51)

h=1

1

=

P

h( h

H0

2

X
H1

h f h [(1

=

1)

P

1)y +
P h
H0

Ph

H2

(

H2

@
]+
@yh

P

H1 [H2

h @yh =@

1)(yh
h @yh =@ 2
=

(

1)

(52)

1

h

1g

h( h

2

)

1)

(53)
X

h( h

1)

(54)

H2

2 7 We assume the aim of taxation is purely redistributive. Adding a non-zero revenue requirement would make no essential di¤erence to the results.
2 8 Of course, exactly which households will be in which subsets is determined at the optimum,
and depends on the values of the tax parameters. The following discussion characterises the
optimal solution given the allocation of households to subsets that obtains at this optimum.
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where yh denotes household income at the optimum and
social utility of income to household h.

h

is the marginal

We …rst interpret and discuss those properties of these conditions which are
common to both the models 1 and 2. In the following subsection we examine
how the choice of model a¤ects the interpretation of the conditions.
Condition (51) is familiar from linear tax theory: the optimal lump sum
equalises the average of the marginal social utilities of household income, h ; in
terms of the numeraire, to the marginal cost of one unit of the lump sum, which
of course is 1. Denoting the shadow price of the government budget constraint
by , h
S 0 (vh )= ; and so the concavity of S(:) implies that h falls with
the utility level of the household. From now on we denote h 1 by h : Then
h > (<)0 according as household h is relatively worse (better) o¤ than the
average in utility terms.29
The two conditions corresponding to the tax rates 1 ; 2 ; are analogous to
those obtained in optimal linear tax theory. The denominators are the average
compensated derivatives of earnings with respect to the tax rates, and so give
a measure of the marginal deadweight loss of the tax rate at the optimum, the
e¢ ciency cost of the tax. The numerators give the equity e¤ects. The two
terms in the numerator of (51) correspond to the two ways in which the lower
bracket tax rate a¤ects the contributions households make to funding the lump
sum payment : Given their optimal earnings yh ; the …rst term aggregates over
subset H0 ; which is the subset with relatively lower incomes, the e¤ect of a
marginal tax rate change on welfare net of its marginal contribution to tax
revenue, all in terms of the numeraire. The second term re‡ects the fact that
the lower bracket tax rate is e¤ectively a lump sum tax on income earned by
the two higher income brackets, H1 and H2 ; since a change in this tax rate has
only an intramarginal e¤ect, changing the tax they pay at a rate given by ;
while leaving their (compensated) labour supply unchanged.
Only the …rst of these two e¤ects is present in the condition (53) corresponding to the second tax rate. The portion of the income of the households in the
higher tax bracket that is taxed at the rate 2 is (yh
); and so this weights
the e¤ect on social welfare net of the e¤ect on tax revenue. Note that, unlike
the case of linear income taxation, these numerator terms are not covariances,
since the mean of h over each of the subsets is not 1. However, intuitively they
can still be thought of as measures of the strength of the relationship between
the marginal social utility of income and household incomes, which determines
the e¤ectiveness of the tax rate on income in redistributing utility across households. In other words, the goal of taxation is to redistribute utility, but the
available instruments are the lump sum payment and marginal tax rates on income, and so the strength of the relationship between the marginal social utility
of income and income determines the e¤ectiveness of the income tax system in
redistributing utility.
2 9 Whether this corresponds to the household having a relatively lower or higher income
depends on which model, 1 or 2, underlies the analysis.
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It is interesting to rewrite this numerator term as
X
X
h h
h h yh

(55)

H2

H2

where the second term is seen to be the negative of the second term in the
numerator of (52), net of the lump sum tax contribution of the subset H1 . This
suggests that the greater the contribution of the lump sum tax on upper income
bracket households arising from the tax rate 1 ; the smaller is the tax rate 2 ;
and so the smaller is the distortionary e¤ect on labour supplies in this bracket,
other things being equal.30
Condition (54), the condition on the bracket limit ; has the following interpretation. The left hand side represents the marginal social bene…t of a
relaxation of the bracket limit. This consists …rst of all of the gain to all those
households who are e¤ectively constrained at . The …rst term in brackets on
the left hand side is the net marginal bene…t to these consumers, weighted by
their marginal social utilities of income. The second term is the rate at which
tax revenue increases given the increase in gross income resulting from the relaxation of the bracket limit. The right hand side gives the marginal social cost
of the relaxation. Since ( 2
1 ) > 0 by assumption, all households h 2 H2
receive a lump sum income increase at this rate and this is weighted by the
deviation of the marginal social utility of income of these households from the
average. As long as the sum of these deviations, weighted by the frequencies of
the household types, is negative, the marginal cost of the bracket limit increase
is a worsening in the equity of the income distribution. The condition then
trades o¤ the social value of the gain to households in H1 against the social
cost of making households in H2 better o¤. If however the right hand term
was not positive, then this condition could not be satis…ed and this would make
untenable the assumption that ( 2
1 ) > 0; in other words, that the optimal
piecewise linear tax system is indeed convex. We have ruled this possibility
out by assumption, though strictly speaking it is an empirical question as to
whether this is really the case.

5.2

Individual Taxation

The planner solves
max

a;t1 ;t2 ;y

H
X

h S(vh )

(56)

h=1

subject now to the public sector budget constraint
X
X
X
h t1 yh +
h [t2 y1h +t1 y2h +(t1 t2 )y]+
[2i=0 Hi

[4i=3 Hi

h [t2 yh +2(t1

t2 )y]

a

H5

3 0 It

(57)

is this tradeo¤ which can lead to the nonconvex case in which the upper bracket tax
rate is optimally lower than that in the lower bracket. For further discussion see Apps, Long
and Rees (2012).
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P2
where again yh = i=1 yih : In what follows it will be useful to denote by ih
the term (1 t1 ) @ =@yih ; the value of a relaxation of the bracket limit to
an individual at the kink in the budget constraint. Then from the …rst order
conditions for an optimal solution31 we derive:
Proposition 2: The optimal tax parameters in the case of individual taxation
are characterised by the following conditions.
H
X

h h

=0

(58)

h=1

t1 =

P

H0

h h yh

t2 =
X

H1 [H2

+

P

P
P
h y2h + y [
PH1 [H3 h
P H1 [H3
H0 h @y1h =@t1 +
H0 [H1 [H3

H3 [H4 [H5

P

H3 [H4 [H5

X

h ( h 1h +t1 )+
H2 [H4

P
y ) + H5
P
h @y1h =@t2 +
H5

h h (y1h

h ( h 2h +t1 )

=

P
+ 2 H2 [H4 [H5
h @y2h =@t1

h h

h h (y2h

y )

X

H3 [H4

h h +2

(59)
(60)

h @y2h =@t2

(t2 t1 )[

h h]

X

h h]

H5

(61)

The …rst condition, since it involves the entire population, is exactly as for
joint taxation. The remaining three conditions have basically the same interpretation as before, but of course the relevant sums are now over subsets of
individuals re‡ecting the partition de…ned in the previous section. In particular, both numerator and denominator of the expression for t1 contain terms
corresponding to lower wage second earners in households with higher wage
primary earners who are in the higher tax bracket: Such households may well
have lower total incomes than households with both earners in the lower tax
bracket, given su¢ ciently low second and high primary incomes, but paying
more tax. The welfare interpretation of this will depend however on which of
the two models is the basis for the analysis, as we further discuss below.
By comparing the denominators of the expressions in (52), (53), (59), and
(60), and given the stylised fact that second earners’labour supplies are signi…cantly more sensitive to net wage rate changes than those of primary earners, we
see that as between the cases of joint and individual taxation, the denominators
of the lower tax rate will tend to increase and those of the higher tax rate to
fall as a result of the switch of second earners to the lower tax bracket. This
implies, other things being equal, a fall in the lower bracket tax rate relative
to that in the higher bracket, and so an increase in the progressivity of the tax
system.
As Apps and Rees (1997) show, this change in the tax system, with more
second earners being taxed at a lower marginal rate, also results in a reduction
3 1 Again, exactly which households will be in which subsets is determined at the optimum,
and depends on the values of the tax parameters.
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in aggregate deadweight losses associated with the tax system, on standard
Ramsey grounds, and a shift in the burden of taxation from households with
relatively high to households with relatively low second earner labour supplies.
Intuitively, the higher tax rate must be raised to compensate for the fall in tax
revenue resulting from taxing second earners at a lower rate, the burden of this
falling on higher income primary earners. On balance, households with higher
second earner labour supplies bene…t from this change, households with low
second earner labour supplies lose. This is the source of the equity e¤ects of
the change from joint to individual taxation. The evaluation of these in terms
of the net change in social welfare again depends crucially on which of the two
household models forms the basis of the analysis, and so we now discuss the
results for each of the models in turn.
5.2.1

Model 1

As we pointed out earlier, a key property of this model, which it shares with
the standard individual labour supply model, is that household utility increases
whenever individual wage rates and therefore32 household incomes increase.
Thus, in this model, the criteria of horizontal and vertical equity, which could
be interpreted as requiring, respectively, equal tax burdens for equal incomes and
tax burdens that increase with household income, appear to be met. Individual
taxation, on the other hand, results in a violation of this notion of horizontal
equity, since, as just pointed out, a two-earner household may well have a larger
income than another but be paying less tax. This then suggests the intuition
that, for this model, moving from joint to individual taxation involves an equitye¢ ciency trade-o¤.
It is of interest however to note that even in this model this intuition is not
completely correct. Unlike the case of the standard individual labour supply
model, household income here is not an exact measure of household utility, since
households may have the same income but di¤erent achieved utility levels. There
is therefore a violation of horizontal equity in this case, if this is interpreted, as
it should be, in terms of household utility rather than income - households with
di¤erent utility levels may pay the same amount of tax. In fact we can prove:
Proposition 3: For Model 1, households with the same incomes will necessarily have the same utility levels if and only if labour supply elasticities of primary
and second earners are identical.
Proof: For simplicity, suppose we have a continuum of wage pairs (w1h ; w2h )
P2
yielding at the household optimum equal household incomes yh = i=1 wih lih (wih )
and so within this subset
dw2h =

0
l1h + w1h l1h
(w1h )
0 (w ) dw1h
l2h + w2h l2h
2h

(62)

Given the indirect utility functions vh (w1h ; w2h ) with derivatives @vh =@wih =
3 2 Recall

that in this model income e¤ects are ruled out.
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lih we have within this subset
dvh = [l1h

l2h

0
l1h + w1h l1h
(w1h )
]dw1h
0
l2h + w2h l2h (w2h )

(63)

Then we have that dvh = 0; so that all households within the subset are equally
well o¤, if and only if at every wage pair primary and second earner labour
supply elasticities are identical, that is, e1 = e2 ; where
0
ei = wih lih
(wih )=lih

i = 1; 2

(64)

Since empirically we have e1 < e2 ; this implies that household utility is
actually rising as we move through the subset of households with equal incomes
by increasing the primary wage. Intuitively, as we increase the primary wage the
second earner’s wage has to be reduced to hold income constant, but, because
of the higher labour supply elasticity of second earners, by proportionately less
than the increase in the primary wage, and the net e¤ect is to increase household
utility.
If we start with a case in which all labour supply elasticities are identical,
there would be no case for individual taxation on either e¢ ciency or equity
grounds. As we start raising second earner elasticities relative to those of primary earners, we not only bring into being potential e¢ ciency gains from a
switch to individual taxation, but also create inequities in the joint taxation
system, which become greater, along with the e¢ ciency gains, as the ratio of
primary to second earner elasticities increases.
5.2.2

Model 2

The key point about joint taxation in Model 2 is that two households with the
same income but widely di¤erent utility levels pay the same tax. Individual
taxation may improve distributional outcomes over joint taxation by imposing
a lower tax burden on a household with a higher market labour supply at a given
level of household income. For this reason, it can be welfare improving if, say,
two full time earners in a low- to medium-wage household pay less tax in total
than one with two high wage earners and a lower total labour income. Thus
a feature of individual as against joint taxation that is welfare reducing in the
context of Model 1 becomes welfare increasing in Model 2. In the next section
we use parametrised versions of Models 1 and 2 to illustrate this argument. The
numerical analysis will also bring out clearly the importance of the elasticity
of substitution between parental and bought in child care in determining the
relationship between income and utility across households, and therefore the
di¤erent equity properties of the two tax systems.
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6

Numerical Analysis

We use speci…c functional forms and numerical values for the key parameters
to explore how the relationship between the maximised values of social welfare
under joint and individual taxation changes when we replace Model 1 by Model
2. In each case we solve the model for the optimal parametersPof the tax system
n
by maximising a social welfare function (SWF) of the form [ i=1 vi1 ]1=(1 ) ;
with a measure of inequality aversion.

6.1

Model 1

We choose as the household utility function the simple quasilinear form
uh = xh

1 (y1h =w1h )

2 (y2h =w2h )

1

2

h = 1; ::; H

(65)

with i > 0 and i = (1 + ei )=ei where ei is the elasticity of labour supply with
respect to the net wage. With preference variation between primary and second
earners, but not across households, we calibrate
i

= (1= i )(y i =li i ) i = 1; 2

(66)

where y i ; wi , and li are representative values of earnings, the gross wage rate
and labour supply respectively.
As shown in Apps, Long and Rees (2011), of central importance to the
results for the structure of optimal tax rates are the assumptions made on the
wage distribution. The distribution indicated by household survey data for a
number of the major OECD countries33 is one in which wage rates of primary
earners in full time work grow slowly and virtually linearly up to around the 80th
percentile, and then increase sharply beyond the 90th percentile. To capture
this kind of wage structure we generate a primary earner wage distribution by
taking one million random draws from a Pareto distribution34 with support
[20; 1); a b-parameter of 3.5 and a 2% cut-o¤ at the right tail, and calculate
from these 100 primary wage rates. The resulting percentile distribution of the
“primary wage” is shown graphically in Figure 1.
Figure 1 about here
Next we construct a distribution of the average wage of second earners in
each primary wage percentile (labeled “average second wage” in Figure 1) as a
proportion of the primary wage, beginning at 80% in percentile 1 and declining
to 50% in the top percentile. We present two sets of simulation results. In Set
1 we construct 200 household types by associating with the primary wage in
each percentile, consecutively, a lower and higher wage relative to the "average
second wage". The higher second earner wage is taken from a distribution that
is 25 per cent above the “average second wage”distribution. The lower wage is
3 3 See, for example, the data on full time primary earners in the 2009-10 ABS Household
Expenditure Survey and the UK ONS 2010 Living Costs and Food Survey.
3 4 The cdf of a Pareto distribution for a variate x with Pareto index a > 1 and Pareto
parameter b = a=(a 1) is given by F (x) = 1 (A=x)a if x A and F (x) = 0 if x < A:
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set at half the higher wage in each percentile. Figure 1 plots the wage pro…les
of these two types by percentiles of the primary wage. We label the household
with the lower second wage “S1”and with the higher second wage, “S2”.
In Set 2 we expand the number of second earner wage types to 4. To each
primary wage type we attach two lower and two higher second earner wage types
respectively. We therefore have 400 household types. The …rst of the two higher
second wages is the average second wage in the given primary wage percentile,
and the second is set at 25% above the average second wage in each percentile.
The two lower wages are set at 25% and 50% of the average second wage in each
percentile.
In the simulations to follow we set w1 to the data mean for the primary earner
wage distribution in Figure 1 and w2 to the data mean of the second earner wage
distribution for each type. From (66) we can see that preference heterogeneity
between primary and second earners can be introduced by varying ei and/or by
selecting di¤erent values of l2 . We set e1 = 0:1 and l1 = 2000: These parameter
values, together with the primary wage distribution, generate primary earner
annual labour supplies that are broadly consistent with recent household survey
data for countries such as the UK and Australia. The data for these countries also indicate that average second earner labour supply ranges between 50
and 60 per cent of that of primary earners (depending on the sample selection criteria), while the gap between the average second and primary wage is
much smaller until the higher percentiles. To approximate these data we assume
within household preference heterogeneity, as noted in Section 2.1, by setting
l2 = 0:5l2 = 1000, implying that the second earner has a greater preference for
leisure. We present results for e2 taking the values 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3.
The e¤ect of setting l2 = 1000 on the labour supplies of S1 and S2 in Set 1
is illustrated in Figure 2 for zero taxes. For e2 = 0:1 the pro…les are relatively
close because changes in the wage have little e¤ect on labour supply and the
pro…les are located around 1000 hours per annum. With a signi…cantly higher
elasticity of e2 = 0:5 the gap between the S1 and S2 pro…les is much larger
and average second earner labour supply is higher due to steeply rising hours in
the upper percentiles. Thus, at higher elasticities, very low second hours in the
upper percentiles of the primary wage distribution can only be explained by a
very low second wage or a low value of l2 . In other words, it becomes necessary
to assume that at least some second earners have implausibly low wages or a
much stronger preference for leisure than primary earners.
Figure 2 about here.
We present simulation results for three possible tax regimes: a linear tax with
lump sum and single marginal tax rate; a two-bracket piecewise linear tax on
joint income; and a two-bracket piecewise linear tax on individual incomes. In
each of the latter cases, to solve for the optimal tax parameters we set an initial
value of income for the tax bracket limit and solve for the optimal marginal
tax rates. We then vary the bracket limit by steps of $1000 to …nd the value
that maximises the SWF overall.35 At any set of tax parameters, the values of
3 5 Two

methods were used: general grid search and global optimisation software. They gave
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consumptions and earnings are of course those that maximise each household’s
utility subject to its budget constraint at that set of parameters.
Table 1 presents the results for Set 1 simulations, for two values of the
inequality aversion parameter, = 0:1 and 0:2. Table 2 presents the results for
Set 2 simulations, for the same values of . The SWF for each of the second
earner wage elasticities gives the social welfare ranking of the three tax regimes,
given a primary earner wage elasticity of 0.1 in each case.
Tables 1 to 2 about here
In both tables we see that:
Linear taxation is always dominated by a piecewise linear system, arguing
therefore against a "‡at tax". This is to be expected given the expressions that characterise the optimal tax rates in the theoretical analysis
presented in the earlier sections and the steeply rising wage rates in the
upper percentiles.
When the labour supply elasticity of the second earner is su¢ ciently
close36 to that of the primary earner, joint taxation yields higher social
welfare values than individual taxation, which must be due to the superiority of the former on equity grounds
However, as the elasticity of the second earner rises relative to that of
the primary earner, the e¢ ciency gains, even given inequality aversion,
start to outweigh whatever equity losses arise, and individual taxation
increasingly dominates joint taxation.
The consistency of the results for the two sets of simulations shows that
increasing the number of second earner wage rates at each primary earner wage
rate from two to four, thus increasing the total number of household types
from 200 to 400, leaves the SWF ranking of the three tax regimes essentially
unchanged.

6.2

Model 2

For the main purpose of this paper it is su¢ cient to focus on non-wage sources
of heterogeneity across households, and so we simplify by assuming perfect assortative matching - the second earner wage is a …xed proportion of the primary
earner wage. The household’s utility function is
uh = xh
with

1 (y1h =w1h )

1

+ zh h = 1; :::; H

(67)

2 (0; 1). Child care is produced with the CES production function37
zh = kh [ ch + (1

)bh ]1=

h = 1; :::; H

(68)

virtually identical results.
3 6 For example, in the simulations for Model 1 in Section 6 we …nd that, given a primary
earner elasticity of 0.1, for a second earner elasticity between 0.1 and 0.16 joint taxation is
welfare superior to individual taxation.
3 7 The notation is as in Section 2 earlier.
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where the parameter determines the elasticity of substitution between second
earner and bought in child care, 1=(1
). It is also useful to make the model
more tractable by assuming only one source of non-wage heterogeneity, and so
we assume that kh is perfectly correlated with the second earner’s wage rate.38
On the other hand, at each wage rate the household faces a price of bought in
child care that can vary across households. Thus the determinants of across
household heterogeneity at a given second earner wage rate is the price of child
care in conjunction with the elasticity of substitution, as determined by : To
allow for the fact that higher wage households are likely to buy child care of
higher quality, we express the price of child care as a proportion of the second
earner wage.
The analysis is based on the primary wage and average second earner wage
distributions shown in Figure 1. The quality of bought-in care is assumed to
match that of the second earner. We present simulation results for two degrees
of price variation. In the …rst, the child care price varies by 10% above and
below the second earner wage, and in the second, by 20% above and below the
second earner wage. The resulting price pro…les, and their relationship to the
second wage, are shown graphically in Figure 3. Households facing the higher
price are labelled H1 and those facing the lower price, H2.
Figure 3 about here
A key feature of Model 2 is that we obtain the kind of second earner labour
supply heterogeneity observed in the data, after controlling for wage di¤erences,
when parental and bought in care are close substitutes. This is illustrated
in Figure 4 for zero tax rates. For the close substitute case ( = 0:9);39 an
overall 20% di¤erence in child care price implies a fourfold di¤erence in market
labour supply hours across the entire primary wage distribution,40 while this
falls sharply in the weak complements case ( = 0:1) and virtually disappears
in the strong complements case ( = 10:0). The e¤ects of an increasing wage
alone, given the child care price, are virtually non-existent.41
The case labelled "H1-H2 substitutes", with = 0:9; allows the price of
bought in child care as a proportion of the second wage to fall from high to
low uniformly with the wage, giving a steadily increasing second earner labour
supply. In Model 1 this would be attributed entirely to the substitution of
market work for leisure. The "H1-H2 substitutes+ben/tax" pro…le indicates
the e¤ect of subsidies that are o¤ered at low wages, gradually fall to zero by the
50th percentile and thereafter switch to a rising tax rate on child care.
Figure 4 about here
The degree of substitutability between parental and bought in care is important in understanding the welfare comparison of joint and individual taxation.
3 8 This assumption is supported by studies that …nd child outcomes improve with maternal
human capital and household income. For a survey see Almond and Currie (2011) and for a
recent study see Lundborg et al. (2012).
3 9 For countries with a child care sector that essentially o¤ers child minding rather than
education, we can expect bought-in care and parental care to be close substitutes.
4 0 Which is that presented earlier in the analysis of Model 1.
4 1 Recall that second earner time use is divided only between market work and child care,
and that the quality chosen, and therefore the price of child care, increases with the wage.
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Where they are strong complements, the labour supply of the second earner, as
Figure 3 suggests, is virtually una¤ected by the price of child care relative to the
wage, and her labour income varies essentially with her wage rate. Thus household income re‡ects primarily wage type and is a good measure of household
utility possibilities. However, in the more realistic case in which they are close
substitutes, labour incomes can vary widely in response to a small variation in
the child care price, at given wage rates. As a result household income is not a
close or reliable measure of welfare because it omits the value of parental child
care. Put di¤erently, two households with the same labour incomes may be
of widely di¤ering wage types if the prices of market child care that they face
di¤er, the more so, the greater the elasticity of substitution between domestic
and market child care.
This is illustrated in Figure 5, which plots household income against the
primary wage rate for the two household types. H1 incomes lie well below H2
incomes for all primary wages. However, when the additional value of parental
child care in the H1 household is added to its income, there is virtually no
di¤erence between the resulting income pro…les of the two household types.
Figure 5 about here
Tables 3a and 3b present the results of the optimal tax analysis for = 0:1
and 0:2, respectively, and for
= 0:9. The …rst panel in each table allows
for the overall di¤erence of 20% between high and low child care prices, the
second for the overall 40% di¤erence. In each case we see that individual taxation dominates joint taxation for the cases of close substitutes up to weak
complements, while this is reversed when we move to the case of strong complements. This is because under strong complementarity, as argued above, time use
choices are very insensitive to relative prices, and so there is virtually no labour
supply heterogeneity across households with the same wage rates. The higher
price of bought in child care in the H1 household simply makes it relatively
worse o¤, thus supporting redistribution from H2 to H1 households. However,
since strong complementarity is inconsistent with the observed heterogeneity in
second earner labour supply, the results support the superiority of individual
taxation.
Tables 3a and 3b about here
We extend the analysis by taking four rather than two possible relative prices
for child care, increasing the total number of household types from 200 to 400.
Again, as Table 4 shows, the results are qualitatively unchanged.
Table 4 about here.

7

Conclusions

This paper analyses the problem of optimal income taxation for two-earner
households when the tax system is constrained to take the piecewise linear form
that is typical of virtually all real-world tax systems. Its aim is to characterise
the structure of the optimal tax system for the alternative tax bases of joint and
individual incomes and to put forward the argument that the welfare superiority
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of individual over joint taxation is substantially increased when we take a model
of the household which, structurally speaking, is much closer to reality than
those used up until now to explore these issues. The central point is that
the positive monotonic relationship between household income and achieved
utility which characterises both the single individual household model and the
standard two-person model of household labour supply, here called Model 1,
does not hold in an empirically more relevant setting, and this has important
implications for the equity e¤ects of the alternative tax systems. The numerical
analysis of speci…c versions of the two models also brings out the importance of
the elasticity of substitution between parental and bought in child care, together
with the price of bought in care, in determining the across household relationship
between household income and utility. This suggests new directions for the
empirical work required to provide the basis for the design of real-world piecewise
linear tax systems.
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Table 1

Model 1, Set 1 simulations

π

Tax system

τ1, t1

τ2, t2

α, a

Bracket*

SWF*10-3

linear

0.28

0.28

34295

-

40598

pw individual

0.18

0.34

28085

80

40626

pw joint

0.17

0.33

26704

73

40632

linear

0.26

0.26

31938

-

40050

pw individual

0.13

0.33

24471

75

40093

pw joint

0.12

0.31

23 201

65

40087

linear

0.24

0.24

29636

-

39634

pw individual

0.12

0.31

22733

77

39687

pw joint

0.11

0.28

21478

64

39670

Linear

0.40

0.40

48107

-

83677

pw individual

0.27

0.46

39529

80

83793

pw joint

0.29

0.43

39958

74

83799

Linear

0.37

0.37

44570

-

82425

pw individual

0.20

0.45

34379

76

82612

pw joint

0.18

0.43

32491

65

82589

Linear

0.34

0.34

41143

-

81461

pw individual

0.18

0.43

32378

75

81695

pw joint
0.16
* Income percentile of bracket point

0.40

30435

63

81624

α, a

Bracket*

SWF*10-3

ε2
0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.3

Table 2

Model 1, Set 2 simulations

π

ε2

Tax system
Linear

0.28

0.28

33552

-

85791

0.1

pw individual

0.18

0.34

27522

80

85850

pw joint

0.19

0.34

27646

77

85859

Linear

0.24

0.24

28579

-

82842

pw individual

0.12

0.32

22606

76

82954

pw joint

0.11

0.29

21152

63

82918

0.1
0.3

τ1, t1

τ2, t2

Linear

0.40

0.40

47066

-

194690

pw individual

0.27

0.46

38728

80

194957

pw joint

0.30

0.44

39881

77

194967

Linear

0.35

0.35

40790

-

187525

pw individual

0.18

0.44

31793

75

188064

pw joint
0.16
* Income percentile of bracket point

0.41

29735

62

187901

0.1
0.2
0.3
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Table 3a
Price, p

p=±10%w2

Model, 2 Set 1 simulations, π = 0.1
ρ

Tax system

τ1, t1

τ2, t2

α, a

Bracket*

SWF*10-3

0.9

Individual
Joint

0.04
0.03

0.47
0.04

18871
5702

90
47

60022
59760

-0.1

Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint

0.18
0.11
0.27
0.18
0.10
0.10
0.07
0.07

0.47
0.19
0.47
0.46
0.32
0.11
0.47
0.29

36687
22470
51464
41169
17408
16619
22729
21275

91
67
88
80
98
89
89
73

59397
59308
59539
59584
61393
61344
59649
59534

Individual
Joint

0.25
0.18

0.43
0.43

47995
40009

86
80

59498
59537

-10.0
0.9
p=±20%w2

-0.1
-10.0

* Income percentile of bracket point

Table 3b
Price, p

p=±10%w2

Model 2, Set 1 simulations, π = 0.2
ρ

Tax system

τ1, t1

τ2, t2

α, a

Bracket*

SWF*10-3

0.9

Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint

0.09
0.10
0.19
0.21
0.38
0.34
0.10
0.13
0.08
0.07

0.52
0.11
0.47
0.40
0.47
0.47
0.64
0.14
0.47
0.29

24149
16949
38027
40159
66077
61544
25838
21420
24837
21275

92
78
91
79
88
81
94
49
89
73

127049
126487
122566
121956
123185
123266
126397
125584
122902
122455

Individual
Joint

0.28
0.13

0.46
0.46

57058
41983

72
56

123492
123560

-0.1
-10.0
0.9

p=±20%w2

-0.1
-10.0

* Income percentile of bracket point
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Table 4
π, p
π=0.1
p=±10%w2,
±20%w2

Model 2, Set 2 simulations
ρ

Tax system

τ1, t1

τ2, t2

α, a

Bracket*

SWF*10-3

0.9

Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint
Individual
Joint

0.04
0.06
0.08
0.07
0.25
0.18
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.16
0.21
0.21

0.47
0.07
0.47
0.20
0.43
0.43
0.47
0.09
0.47
0.30
0.46
0.47

18846
9797
24639
18298
47995
40009
21329
10542
24639
31613
48262
48894

90
99
89
67
87
80
90
85
89
73
71
65

131015
130679
128480
128212
128533
128616
297116
294089
291539
290063
293825
293933

-0.1
-10.0
0.9

π=0.2
p=±10%w2,
±20%w2

-0.1
-10.0

* Income percentile of bracket point
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